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A611HHOB 0.6. II lip. El-97-342 
lf3yqeu11e O)IHO'laCTl!'IHblX KOppe.llllUIIH B co6b1Tlll!X C nOJIHblM pa3BaJIOM ll)lep 

IIp11Be)leHbl HOBble 3KCnep11MeHTaJibHbie )laHHbie O noBe)leHIIII O)IHO'!aCTll'IHbIX llB}'MepHblX KOppe
JlllUIIOHHbIX !pyHKUIIH R B 3aBIICIIMOCTII OT 'll!CJ!a 11cnymeHHbIX 113 ll)lep H}"KJIOHOB Q II OT MaCCbl l!llpa 

cuapll)la AP. PaCCMOTpeHbl B3allMO)leHCTBl!ll lt--Me30HOB (np11 IIMUYJJbCax 40 ThB/c), npOTOHOB, ll)lep d, 
4He 11 12c c llllPOM yrnepoua'(np11 IIMUYJlbCax 4,2 A ThB/c). 3Ha'leHl!ll R 6blJIII nOJiyqeHbl OT)leJlbHO 

)IJ!ll lt--Me30HOB 11 )IJlll npoTOHOB. Ilp11 3TOM HOpM11pOBKa R np01!3B0)111JlaCb TaKIIM o6pa30M, '!TO 
-1 :s; R :5 I. 3HatJeHlle R = 0 COOTBeTCTByeT CJl}'laIO OTCYTCTBl!ll KOppe.llllUIIH. O6uap)')KeHO, '!TO TOJlbKO 
B CJJyqae CJJa6bIX KOppeJlllUIIH (IRI < 0,30) IIMeeT MeCTO 3aBl!CIIMOCTb 3Ha'leHl!ii R OT Q II OT AP. 

YCTaHOBJleHO, '!TO B OCHOBHOM (OKOJIO 90 % CJJyqaeB) 3TII KOppe.llllUIIII CBll3aHbl C nepeMeHHOH P, II l!MeJOT 

HeJll!HeHHbIH xapaKTep - B 3aBIICIIMOCTII OT 3HatJeHIIH BeJlll'll!Hbl Q Bbl)leJllllOTCll o6JJaCTII C pa3Hb1M 
noBe)leHl!eM 3aBIICIIMOCTII R OT Q, T.e. l!MeeTCll CMeHa pelKIIMOB B noBe)leHl!II !pyHKUIIII R OT Q. 

Onpeue.11eHbl rpaHll'IHble 3Ha'leHl!ll Q = Q* COOTBeTCTBYJOIUIIX nepeXO)IOB 113 O)IHOH o6JJaCTII 3aBIICIIMOCTII 

R OT Q B upyry10. 3aMetJeHO, '!TO C yse.1111tJeH11eM AP KOppeJlllUIIII CJJa6eJOT II B 12CC-B3allMO)leHCTBl!llX 

OHi! CTaHOBllTCll MIIHl!MaJibHblMII. O)1H0BpeMeHHO o6uap)')KeHO, '!TO C OCJ1a6J1eH11eM KOppeJJllUIIH 

B o6JJaCTII Q ~ Q* (o6JJaCTb UOJIHOro pa3BaJia ll)lep) MeHl!eTCll II xapaKrep 3aBIICIIMOCTII R OT Q. 

Pa6oTa BbinOJIHeHa B Jla6oparnp1111 BbICOKIIX 3Heprnii 0115111. 

Coo6meu11e O61,e)ll!HeHHOro IIHCTl!TYTa ll)lepHbIX IICCJle)IOBaHIIH. )ly6Ha, 1997. 

Abdinov O.B. et al. El-97-342 
Study of Single-Particle Correlations in Events with the Total Disintegration of Nuclei 

New experimental data on the behaviour of the single-particle two-dimensional correlation functions 
R versus Q (Q is the number of nucleons emitted from nuclei) and AP (AP is the mass of projectile nuclei) 

are presented. 

The interactions of lt--mesons (at a momentum of 40 GeV/c), protons, d, 4He and 12C nuclei 
with carbon nuclei (at a momentum of 4.2 A Gev/c) are considered. The values of R are obtained 

separately for lt--mesons and protons. In so doing, the values of R are normalized so that -1 :5 R :5 I. 
The value of R = 0 corresponds to the case of the absence of correlations. It has been found that the Q
and AP-dependence of R takes place only for weak correlations (R <0.3). In the main (90 %), these 

correlations are connected with the variable p
1 

and have a nonlinear character, that is the regions 

with different characters of the Q-dependence of R are separated: there is a change of regimes 

in the Q-dependences of R. The boundary values of Q = Q*, corresponding to the transitions from one 
dependence region to another, are determined. The correlations weaken with increasing AP, and they 

become minimum in 12CC interactions. Simultaneously with weakening the correlations in the region 

of large Q ~ Q*, the character of the Q-dependence of R changes. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR. 
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1 · Introduction 

The propability 4istr~butions of observing 1r-c, pC, dC, 4HeC_ and 
12CC events with the given values of the variable Q ( Q is Q = !'f +-:-Nr 
and N+ and Nr are the numbers of J?Ositive particles and 1r--rriesons, 
. respectively) are st_udied in papers llJ. In this experiment, the vari
able Q is proportional to the number of protons emitted from nuclei 
during the interaction . 1 The dependences of the mean character
istics and the inclusive spectra of secondary 7f - mesons and protons 
on Q are studied in -papers [2-3]. 2 The resul~s , obtained in these 
papers , confirm our assumption that a boundary value of Q* for Q 
exists (its excess leads to the total disintegration of nuclei (TDN)) . 
We have assumed that the· processes of TDN are qualitatively new ones. 

different in their characteristics from "usual:' processes ( the group 
with Q 2: .1 ).·· We could determine the values of Q* at which there 
are qualitative changes in the behaviour of the characteristics of the 
studied events : With the airri of confirming these ~sumptions , we 
applied a single-particle two...:dimensional correlation analysis for 1r- -

mesons and protons emitted in these events. The study of the correla
tion effects in particle production is the source of information on the 
dynamics of interaction supplementing the information obtained from 
the single-particle inclusive distributions, from the analysis of the mean · 
characteristics and so on. [4]. The Q-dependence of the single-particle 
correlation functions is investigated in this paper. , . 

2 Correlation function 

The single-particle two-dimensional correlation function R( x, z ) is 
used in the analysis . It is connected with that the correlations· strengthen 
when passing to high orders o(R [5-7]. The values of R( x, z ) for the 
variables x, z were calculated by the following formula : 

R(x, z) = (Exz - ExEz)/(a(x)a(z)). 

Here Exz is the mixed mathematical expectation of quantities ·x 
and z ; Ex and Ez are the mathematical expectations of x and z, 

1 In detail using the variable Q , see paper [1] . 
2For this, the groups of events with 

Q ~ 1;2;3; ... 

~ere defined. Then, for each group the mean characteristics and the invariant inclu
sive spectra were obtained. 



respectively ; o-(x) and o-(z) are r.m.s. deviations of x and z , respec
tively. 

To evaluate Exz, Ex, Ez, o-(x) and o-(z), the following formulae 
were used: 

Exz = (1/N) L[~l L]~l NijXiZj 

Ex= (1/N) L[~1 Nixi 

Ez = (1/N) Ej~1 NjZj , 

o-(x) =.(Ex2 - (Ex)2)112, o-(z) = (Ez2 ~ (Ez)2)112 

·2 · ( / ) 40 ,. . · 2 2 · ( / '• )' , 40 2 Ex = 1 t,/ Li=l Nixi ,_ Ez . . = _ 1 N _ Lj=l Nizi. 

In; these f~rniu!ae , lVii is the number of p~rticles h1tting .. an ( i, j) 
-th cell . •. · · · 

N _ _.,.40 ~40 ·· N N•. ~ _.,.40 N· N _ _...io N . 
, - L.,i=l L.,j=l ij, i - L.,j=l ij, j -• L.,i=l ij. 

, During the construction ofthe two-dimensional distributions for the 
chosen. variables , the intervals , corresponding to them were divided 
into 40 subintervals. 

3 Methods of the experiment 

The experimental data have been obtained from the 2-m propane bub
ble chamber of LHE, .JINR . In, this experiment, we used. 8791 1r-;C 

interactions at P1r- = 40Ge V / c ( for methodical details see [8]) and 
also 5284 pC , 6735 dC , 4852 H eC and 7327 CC interactions at· a 
momentum of 4.2 A GeV /c( for methodical details se~ [9]) . The avail
able statistical material was separated into the groups of events with 
the following values of Q: 

Q '?:_ 1;2;3; .. Q*; ... (1). 

The values of R were determined for Jr- - mesons and protons from 
these groups of events . In this case , we considered only Jr- - mesons 
and protons with the errors in measuring the momenta not exceeding 
30 %. . . 
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We considered the following correlation functions R( p, 0 ), R( P,Pt ) , 
R(p,y), R(p,/3), R( 0,Pt), R( 0,y ), R( 0,/3° ), R(Pt,Y) ,R(pi,/3°) 

0 I R( y,/3 ) , where:, 
- p are momenta' in the laboratory coordinate system (lcs) 
- 0 - emitted angles in the lcs 
- Pt - transverse momenta, 
- y - rapidities in the lcs. 
{3° - orders of cumulativity ( here {3° = (E-pL) / mN , Eis the total 

energy (in the lcs), PL is the longitudinal momentum (in the lcs) and 
m N is the nucleon mass ) , 

The correlations between Pt and PL for Jr- - mesons , produced in 
dC interactions at 1.7 ·and 4.2 GeV /c per nucleon , were studied in 
paper [10]. The dependence of the Jr-- mesons distribution density on 
these variables was observed. The forms of these distributions turned 
out to depend on beam energy. The measurements of the y and Pt. dis
tribution of protons in S+ W, 0+ W and p+ W reactions at 200 Ge V / A 
were carried out [11]. The density of the y distribution was found to 
grow linearly with increasing transverse energy for aU the 3 reactions. 

However, the slope in p+W is sharper than_·in O +W and S+W. 
The rapidity density in p+ W is much larger than it was predicted on 
the basis of summing nucleus-nucleus collisions without taking into 
account nuclear effects pointing to the importance of rescattering ef
fects. The results obtianed in papers [10-11] show a good perspective 
of using the R function, for revealing qualitatively new phenomena in 
interactions of relativistic nuclei. 

In our experiment , in all cases the parameters {3°, 0, y were· chosen 
in the intervals : 

0 ::; /3? ::; 3, 0 ::; 0 ::; 180° and -2 ::; y ::; 3.5. 
The parameters p and Pt in pC, dC, 4 H eC, 12CC interactions _were 

chosen from the intervals : 
. 0 ::; p ::; lO~eV n O ::; Pt ::; 4GeV 
both for protons and for Jr- - mesons. In 1r-c interactions , the 

values of p and Pt for protons were chosen from the following intervals: 

0::; p ~ lGeV and O::; Pt ::; lGeV, 
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and for 7f- - mesons : 
0 ~ p ~ 40Gev and O ~Pt~ ·4GeV. 

;; l 

4 The results of the ~xperiment and discussion 
~ ·r, , . 

The values of R at different Q for different pairs were obtained using 
the method described above. In all , the Q-dependences .for JOO R 
functions were obtained ( 10 types of R functions separately for 7f- -

mesons and-protons in 5 types of interactions, see above). According 
to the character of the Q - dependence of R , . the data can be divided 
into two groups : group I - the data on the Q independence of R and 
group II - the data showing the Q dependence -of R ; · The data from 
the first group were approximated with an a* Q + b expression·, where 
a ( for this group of data ; the values of a turned out:to be close to 

. zero,) ancl b are the fitting parameters. 3 The values of b are presented 
in .tables 1 and 2. The cases from the:second group are denoted by 
dashes.: :The absolute values of R depending on Q .for this group of 

. data ,are shown in figures 1-5: ( the curves are. hand-drawn ) . 4 From 
thc> data intablc>s 1-2 , one can see the following,: 

- the. Q.-dependence of R is not observed in 71 % cases ( of: 100, group 
I of data), and the function R respectively depends on' Q (group TI of 
data) i11•29 % cases , _,,. :•• , 

- in 90 % ;cases of groupJI the CJ-dependence of 'R is mainly chw to 
the variabk· Pt, 

- in group I, the value's of R for, nudm1s-nuclc>us int<>r:,u:tions ( R_.t.i) 
are lager than those for pion -nucleus intPr,u:ticins (R ir-A ). ( Rir'-A ) .. 

- the .data from group I also point to th<' ind<'p<111ClPm:P of ,th<' lw
haviour of projectile mass (Ap) in nucleus-nucle1is interact.ions; 

3 We do not present the measured errors of b but take then\ into ar.ro1111t \11 ~ur ro11d11sin11s. 
'We do not present the data on.a)_,r-C interactions and want to notr that thrrP is a·w,,ak 

Q-depe~d~~ce ~f R( 0, Pt) , R(p1 , y) and the change of regimes in the dependen'c~~ ai:Q = :1 _: -1 for 
protons in these interactions. The values of Q for the· point of changing the reginu:-· agrer-welhvit h 
the obtained values at these points in papers [1-3] for ,r-C interactions; b) the values of R(p, .:1°) 
depending on Qin pC interactions (for ,r- - mesons and protons) and dC interacti.ons (for protons). 
For these ca,;.es , the values of R(p, /3°) decrease with increasing Q. In· so "doing , this dependenrP 
has a linear character for ,r- -. mesons and almost a logarithmic_ character for protons ; <J the values 
of R(p1 , /3°) ~ in this case the beha~iour of R versus Q for pC , dC ~nd 4 H eC int~ractions is similar 
to those shown in figs. 3-5. For 12CC - interactions , the behaviour of R(p1,/3°) as a function of Q 
is a line with "break" in its character. 
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From figs. 1-5, one can draw thefollowing conclusions : 
- in. 75 % cases , the Q-dependence of R has a nonlinear character, 

i.e. the regions with different Q-dependences of R are separated , or 
the change_ of regimes takes place in these dependences .. The totality 
of these data allows one to determ_ine the bm,mdary values ofQ :::;::_ Q* 
corresponding to the transition from one region to another. _The val
ues of Q* for different events ( separ.ately for 7f- - mesons and protons) 
are presented in table, 3 (the functions R from the Q-dependenccs of 
which the values of Q* were obtained , are shown incolumns III ancl 
Y). These values of Q; mainly coincide with those obtained in J>r<'
vious papers [1-3] and used for event.selection with TDN. Thus .. W<' 
have that _the correlation analysis also confirms thaJ, cv<:nts with _TDN 
qu,alitatively differ,from ''..us_ual''c events, and ~t is upcessary ,to use con
dition (1) for their separa~ion. Here , it should h<· not<'il that a visual 
determination of the values of Q* do not allow one to speak of corr<'d. 
values. For the _present a qualitatiye n~sult is only important for us. 
evidencing the extreme of such boundaries:, l><•c,ms<'. this confirms 6ur 

' . 
main affirmation that the TD_N processi;s an: thosP in which so a larg<' 
(bounda~·y) fraction of nuclea_r nudeo~1s is Pmittecl whose excess IPacls 
to showi~1g _<pialitati_vcly new p,ropertie~j seP pap<'!' [1]). In particular, 

from the analysisrPstdts presPntecl in thP above figt1r<'s , it has h<'<'n 
founcl that. 

,); 1 

- 82 :X• of rns<'s from group II haw R < ().3, i.<' .. · wPak correlations 
rdat<·cl fo J.lH' variahl<· p1 and clPJ><'11<ling on Q , mainly_ take place , 

- in all th<' rnnsiclPrPcl casPs , a strong chang<' of th<' form, of the 
(J-d<'IH?Hlc•nn· of I R, I ar1cl th<>.., v_al~l('~ oC I R I on A1, )s observed. 
For <'Xampl<' , the• corrPlations clcc:rc•ase ,vith increasing Ap , and thi;y 
IH·<·o1w· minimum in 11C'C' interactions ( this result agrees well '¥,ith 
th<• conclusions of paper [11] );·: The character of the Q - dependence of 
I R I also changes simultaneously with weakening the correlations iri 
the rPgioi1 '<>f largP CJ (_ TDN r~gion ) This dependence is a line ~ith , 
.. break'' for pC , dC interactions , it is of the step-by-step form f~r. 
·I H eC interactions and the "zigzag" form for CC interactions. It is 
pos~ible that the "zigzag" form is the result of the influence of density 
fluctuations of nuclear matter in the TDN region on these dependences. 
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In earlier paper [12] , (in the studies of the multiplicity distributions 
and their second moments·for negative charged particles produced in 
"central" collisions ("CC") and in interactions of minimum trigger in 
32 S +s collisions at 200 A Ge V over different rapidity intervals ) , it has 
been found that the models ofFRITIOF and VENUS mainly describe 
the dependence of second moments on rapidity intervals for the events 
with minimium trigger and not for "CC". The conclusion has been 
drawn that the behaviour of second moments for "CC" indicated to 
increasing the multiplicity fluctuation . These observations support 
the conclusions· from the analysis of entrnpy. The· entropy for central 
32S +S is larger than that expected in the models. The results of 
the present paper also confin:i:i'this conclusion. We also think that the 
"zigzag" form 'in events with' the total disintegration 6f nu~lei can be 
connected with the density fluctuations of nuclear matter at large Q. 

Under these experimental conditions , we obser;ed :a strong Q~· 
dependence of the 1 rriean values of thet kinetic energy of 1r-J mesons 
in 1200 interactions in the region Q 2: Q* .: of the total disintegration 
of nuclei. The present results show that this is possibly due to the fluc
tuations of nuclear density iri eve11ts with the total disintegration of 
nuclei~ It has a~eady been concluded [13] the transparericy'ofnuclear 
matter in "CC" decreases significantli In the authors' opinion , it tes
tifies of a high baryon density reached in the investigated interactions. 
We assume that at our energies they are mixed states ;corresponding 
to different . degrees of freedom , i as well as quark - gluon: 'degrees of 
freedom; ' 

- forprot~ns, the behaviours"o(R(0,p;) (fig. 4) and R(Pt,Y) (fig.: 5) 
versus' Q are :similar and differ fr~in the behaviour· of the Q - depen-
dence of R(P,Pt) ( fig. 3). · · .,,'. · ... ,:•; · ·' 

· The authors consider it ·their pleasant debt to• thank the staff of 
the 2..,m.propane bubble .chamber for giving the experimental material, 
N .. Amelin and A. Golokhvastov for useful discussions , Rogochevskiy. 
O.V. for his help ·and also·Academician A.M. Baldin for his permanent 
attention to work. · 
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Table 1. For ir-- .: mesons 

Type 71"-c pC dC 4 HeC 
of events . 

. 
. R(p, 0) - 0.35 - 0.49 - 0.52 - 0.49 

R(p,p,) 0.33 0.62 0.52 · 0.49 
R(p,y) 0.58 0.67 0.71 0.70 

R(p, /Jo) -0.20 - - -0.22 
R(0,p1) -0.07 - - -
.R(0, y) -0.88 -0.93 -0.92 -0.91 
R(0,f]0

) 0.72 0.83 0.78 . 0.79 
R(Pt, y) 0.15 - - -
R(Pt, /Ju) 0.26 0.31 0.42 0.43 
R(y, /Ju) -0.61 -0.79 -0.73 -0.73 

. Table 2. For protons 

Type 71"-c pC dC 4 HeC 
of events 
R(p, 0) -0.30 -0.67 -0.68 -0.63 
R(P,Pt) 0.70 - - -

R(p, y) 0.51 0.97 0.96 0.93 
R(p, /Jo) -0.20 - -0.85 ,-0.80 
R(0,p1) - - - -
R(0, y) -0.88 -0.80 -0.81· -0.80 
R( 0, /Ju) 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.92 
R(Pt, y) - - - -
R(Pt, /Ju) 0.10 - - -
R(y, /Ju) -0.94 -0.94 -0.95 -0.94 
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- 0.48 
0.50 
0.69 
-0.19 

-
-0.90 
0.78 

-
0.45 
-0.71 

ucc 

-0.63 
-

0.93 
-0.78 

-
-0.82 
0.93 

-
-

-0.94 



Table 3. Boundary values of Q = Q* 5 
. ! •. : 

Type protons 7r-- mesons 
of events . 

Q* from Q-dependence of Q* from Q-dependence of 
7r-c 3-4* R(0,pt). - -

3-4* - R(p1,Y) - -
pC 3-4 R(0,p1) - -

3-4 R(pi,Y) - -
3-4 R(p,pt) - -
3-4 R(Pt, /Ju) - -

dC - - 3-5 R(0,p1) 
5-6* R(pi, y) ·- 3-4 R(Pt, y) 
5-6* R(p,pi) - -

"HeC 4-6* R(0,pi) 3-4 R(0,p1) 
3-6* R(p,,y) 3-4 R(p,, y) 
4-6* R(p,pt) - -
4-6* R(p,, /JU) - -

··cc 5-6* R(0,pt) 6* R(0,pi) 
I 0-11 *. 9-10* 
,1-6* R(p1, y) 4-7* R(p,, y) 

9-10* '· 9-10* 
!':i-6* R(p,p,) - -
8-9* 
!':i-6* R(p,pi) - -
9-10* 

5* The cases of coincidence of the values of Q* from the data in fig. 1-5 with the 
values obtaned in [1-3] are noted. 
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